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The problems of testmg whether a dggraph as an odd (even) chordless cycle, and whether a 
dlgraph has a chordless cycle through a given node are proved NP-complete 
There are several problems to do with finding odd or even cycles in graphs for 
which netther proofs of NP-completeness nor polynomial-trme algorrthms have et 
been found. Two of these are: 
Odd chordless cycle. Given an undirected graph, does it have an odd chordless 
cycle? 
Even cycle in digraph. Given a directed graph, does it have an even cycle? 
A cycle in a digraph must, of course, be dnected. A cycle is odd (even) if its 
length-i.e. its number of edges-is odd (even). A cycle m a graph or drgraph 1s 
chordless if its length is greater than 3 and no two of its vertices are jomed by an 
edge of the (di)graph which does not belong to the cycle. 
The first problem may be relevant o the recognition of perfect graphs (see e.g. 
[4,9]). In particular, if the perfect graph conjecture were true then a polynomral-time 
algorithm for the odd chordless cycle problem would provide a polynomial-time 
algorithm to recognize perfect graphs. The second problem PS the subject of the 
expository paper by Klee Ill] and of [12,13,16,18,19]. In [2] it 1s proved equivalent 
to the problem: given a square matrix with entries +, -, 0, wrth only - on the mam 
diagonal, is there a nonsingular eal-valued matrix with this sign pattern? 
Another problem whose complexity is open is: 
Balanced matrix recognition. Given a O-I matrix, is it balanced? 
A O-1 matrix is bulanc~d if it has no n x ia cycle submatrices for n odd, n 2 3. An 
n x n matrix is a cycle matrix if it has two l’s m each row and in each column, 
and no proper submatrix has this property. Because O-l matrices are co-extensive 
with bipartite graphs this problem is equivalent o the problem: Given a bipartite 
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graph, does it have a chordless cycle whose length is not a multiple of 4. Balanced 
matrices were introduced by Berge [3] and have sigmftcant properttes wrth respect 
to integer linear programming [7]. 
It would be interesting to prove at least the equwalence of any pair of the above 
problems. 
In this note the followmg vat-rations of these problems will be shown to be NP- 
complete: 
Problem 1. Given a digraph and a node o, is there a chordless cycle through o? 
Problem 2. Given a dtgraph, does it have an odd chordless cycle? 
Problem 3. Given a drgraph, does it have an even chordless cycle? 
In fact, thanks to suggestions by Klee, tt will be shown more generally that for 
all integers ds2 and r>O the followmg problems are NP-complete: 
Problem 2(d). Given a drgraph, does tt have a chordless cycle whose length is not 
dtvistble by d? 
Problem 3(r,d). Given a dtgraph, does it have a chordless cycle whose length is 
congruent o r modulo d? 
Turning to undirected graphs, the followmg common generalization of the odd 
chordless cycle problem and the balanced matrix recognition problem will be shown 
to be NP-complete: 
Problem 4. Given a graph and a natural number k, does the graph have a chordless 
cycle whose length 1s congruent o k modulo 2k? 
The odd chordless cycle problem 1s the special case when k= 2; the balanced 
matrix recognition problem is the case when k=4, restricted to bipartite graphs. It 
would be more Interesting to show that Problem 4 1s hard for some fixed k. The 
present proof IS far from that: m fact, rt does not use congruences m any essential 
way, but simply shows that the followmg problem 1s NP-complete even m graphs 
that have no chordless cycles of length greater than k: 
Problem 5. Given a graph and a natural number k, does the graph have a chordless 
cycle of length k? 
(Replacing “chordless cycle” by “chordless path” yrelds a problem listed as NP- 
complete in [8, p. 1961.) 
Before turning to the proofs that these problems are NP-complete, some other 
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variations will be discussed. See also [ll]. First of all, the problem of whether an 
undirected graph has a chordless cycle (disregarding parity) 1s exactly the problem 
of recognizing raphs which are not chordal-and chordal graphs can be recognized 
in polynomial time by a direct naive algorithm, or more efficiently [14,15,17]. 
Recognizing whether an undirected graph has an odd cycle (disregarding the presence 
or absence of chords) is simply recognizing nonbipartite graphs. Recognizing raphs 
with even cycles can also be done in polynomial time. More generally, there are 
polynomial-time algorithms to test for odd (or even) cycles through a given node 
of a graph. Thts can be done using 2 matching algorithm in an elegant way [5], or 
more efficiently [ 13 1. 
The problem of recognizing :vhether a directed graph has an odd cycle (allowing 
triangles) can be solved in polynomial time, since a digraph has an odd cycle tff it 
has an odd closed walk-which may repeat edges and/or nodes-and these are easy 
to test for. The problems of testing whether a digraph has an odd (or even) cycle 
through a given node are NP-complete [12,13,18]. I do not know about the com- 
plexity of testing whether a dtgraph has an odd cycle of length greater than 3, or 
of testing whether a digraph has a chordless cycle. 
Finally there is a variant of the balanced matrix recognition problem which can 
be solved m polynomial time, namely the recognitton problem for totally balanced 
mattwes, which are O-l matrices with no n x n cycle submatrices, n L 3. This can be 
done by a direct algorithm (i.e. using only the definition) [1,6], or more efficiently 
[I, 10,141. This problem is equivalent to that of testing whether a bipartite graph has 
a chordless cycle of length greater than 4. 
Theorem 1. Problem 1 and-for any mtegers dr2, rr O-Problems 2(d) and 
3(r, d) are NP-complete. 
Proof. Note that these problems are all m NT. 3-SATISFIABILITY will be reduced 
to the problems. (See [8] for background on NP-completeness and this sattsftabtlity 
problem.) Let C= {C,, . . . . C,,) be the set of clauses of an instance of 3-SATIS- 
FIABILITY. Suppose clause C, has literals 1,‘) l,‘, l,3 (where each literal IS a variable 
or a negation of a varnable) For each choice of integers r and d, d z 0, 05 r< d, con- 
struct a dtgraph graph G with nodes ct, . . . , c,,,, c,, + 1 and with, for each I = 1, . . . , m, 
3 paths of 2d edges each from c, to cl+,; the Jth path, J = 1,2,3, corresponding to 
literal I: and having vertices labeled, in order, If ‘, . . . , lt2d-‘. Add a path of d+r 
edges from cm+r to ct. The graph is then as shown in Fig. 1. 
Now, if fp and IJ” are opposite literals (i.e. one is the negation of the other) and 
I>J then add the back edge (/,!“f,r+t,f,q9d+‘). 
This completes the construction of the graph G. Any chordless cycle of G either 
(a) contains exactly one back edge, does not contam c,, and has length con- 
gruent to 1+(2d-(d+l))-t(r+l)=r+l modd, or 
(b) contams c,, contains no back edges, and has length congruent o m(2d) + 
d+r=rmodd. 
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Furthermore, G has a chordless cycle satisfying (b) iff C is satisfiable: If C is 
satisfiable then any cycle consrsting of the path from cm+, to ct, plus for each 
l-r1 , . . . , IYI, any path from c, to c,, , correspondmg to a true literal in clause C, is 
chordless and satisfies (b). On the other hand, any chordless cycle satisfying (b) pro- 
vides a truth value assignment satisfying C. 
This proves Problem 3(r, d) to be NP-complete. Takmg r= d - 1 proves Problem 
2(d) NP-complete. And finally, taking c, as the specrfied vertex (and, say, d=2, 
r= 1) proves Problem 1 NP-complete. 0 
Theorem 2. Problems 4 and 5 are NP-complete. 
Proof. Note that both problemc are m NP. It wrll be shown that 3-SATISFIABIL- 
ITY reduces to the problem of testing whether a graph with no chordless cycles of 
length greater than k has a chordless cycle of length k. This proves that both Prob- 
lems 4 and 5 are NP-complete. 
Let C= {C,, . . . . C,,,> be the set of clauses of an Instance of 3SATISFIABILITY. 
Suppose clause C, has hterals I,‘, I,“, I,“. Create a graph G with nodes c,‘, cf, 
r=l , . . ..m. For each z create a core consrstmg of 3 paths of 15 edges each from c,! 
to c’; the Jth path, J = 1,2,3, correspondmg to literal 1: and having first (internal) 
vertex labeled 1:’ and last (Internal) vertex labeled IF’. The path of length 13 from 
I,” * to I/” will be called an mternal path of the core. Add to the core the edges 
(lf ‘, 1,“‘“) for all J,k E { 1,2,3}, J f k. For each I = 1, . . . , m - 1 join c,” to c,‘+ 1 by an m- 
tercore path of 15 edges, and also jam ci to C: by such an mtercore path. The 
graph 1s as shown m Fig. 2. 
Now if I,? and 1: are opposite lrterals and I > J then add the bypass edge (/,!‘“,!,“‘). 
This completes the construction of the graph G. Set k = 3Qm. 
Claim. C IS sutrsflable lff G has a chordless cycle of length 30m. G has no chordless 
cycles of length greater than 30m. 
Proof. For any truth value assrgnment satisfymg C there is a (nonunique) chordless 
cycle of length 30m m G, consistmg of all the intercore paths, and travelhng wrth:n 
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each core along an internal path corresponding to a true literal in the correspondmg 
clause. 
On the other hand, suppose G has a chordless cycle K of length at least 30~2. 
Edges not inside cores ~111 be assigned to cores as follows: any bypass edge counts 
+ to each of the core structures it touches; and the edges of an intercore path count 
+ to each of the two core structures joined by the path. Then the length of K 1s the 
sum over i of the number of edges of K assigned to core z. 
Consider some core T. Let t be the number of edges of K assigned to tt. If K uses 
two internal paths of T then rt can consist of nothing but those two paths and the 
edges joining their endpoints, so K has total length 28. If K uses no internal path 
of T then there are only 8 vertices of T which can be in K so t I 22. If K uses exactly 
one internal path of T, but not both mtercore paths touching T then tc 22. The only 
remaining case is for K to use one internal path of T, and both the intercore paths 
touching it, in which case t = 30. Thus K cannot have length greater than 30m. Then 
it hap length 3Om and uses all the intercore paths plus one internal path of each core. 
SiuLe K is chordless the hterals corresponding to the internal paths used by K can 
ali !A made true by a valid truth value assignment, which then satisfies C. Cl 
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